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John Boyd was an intense man, of intense views, with a lasting and intense following. The
distinguished strategist Colin Gray puts Boyd with “at least an honorable mention” amongst
Bernard Brodie, Edward Luttwak, Basil Liddell Hart, and John Wylie as one of the best
strategists of the 20th Century.1 If Boyd is best to be remembered widely as the progenitor of the
OODA (Observe-Orient-Decide-Act) Loop, then his legacy has held up well. Many important
military organizations, including the US Army, US Navy, US Marine Corps, US Air Force, the
British Armed Forces, and the Swedish Armed Forces, incorporate the concept of the decision
cycle in their doctrines;2 eﬀectively, “OODA is everywhere in our theory, doctrine, and force
structure planning.”3 And for all that the USAF is often lamented by Boyd's supporters as a place
where its own oﬀspring's ideas are yet to take root, it is notable that the current commander of
the Air University, a lieutenant general, as a major at the same institution wrote his master's
thesis as a comparison of John Boyd to another famous USAF strategist, John Warden.4
But as noted by Frans Osinga, the great explainer of Boyd's somewhat inscrutable briefings,
from time to time “his work has invited dismissive critique.”5 David Mets of the Air Force
Research Institute is a notable critic; he asserts that Boyd's “notions remain too vague to
amount to anything other than a moving target of little use in structuring a debate or attempting
to educate one's mind on the nature of war before arriving at the battlefield.”6 And for all the
enthusiasm for his work in the USMC, there are many oﬃcers in other services who have only
heard of him, who are only vaguely familiar with his work, who have trouble identifying the four
phases of the OODA Loop, and who doubt how useful all of that can really be. In my brief and
informal survey of US Army War College Fellows recently in residence at the University of Texas
at Austin, three of four had never heard of him, and the fourth couldn't remember why he had.
If, then, Boyd is at once extolled and dismissed, yet not widely read or understood, the
propagation of his ideas must be problematic, for both admirers and detractors. As Boyd
inspires in many ways, it seems reasonable to ask whether identifying those problems can
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improve the theory and its retelling. In attacking this question, I admit that I must subject Boyd
to tests his historical predecessors never faced. Few ask to see Clausewitz's data set. No one
wonders about Sun Tzu's regression analyses. Even Hans Delbrück didn't really face peer
review. But posthumously, they all do—social science evolved remarkably during Boyd's lifetime,
and we do expect better today. When asking whether a particular set of strategic views is worth
studying, we do subject that canon of thought to rigorous analysis. If we didn't, we would have
no idea whether to pay attention to it.
For Boyd's theories to be worth studying and propagating, they should have descriptive,
explanatory, or predictive power. I accept up front that building and widely propagating a
generally accepted theory of strategy can itself alter the strategic landscape, as actors who study
it may eventually adapt to it. Thus, as Osinga puts it, “with war and strategic behavior so
fundamentally in flux, strategic theory cannot aspire to high standards of parsimony or general
applicability and validity, nor one that holds out over a long period of time.”7 Prediction,
particularly of Berra's type, will consequently be very diﬃcult.
But even if most strategic theories fail in predictive power, descriptive and explanatory power,
they can still have great pedagogical utility, and we should demand this from theories of things
military.8 Boyd's “Organic Design for Command and Control” or any other briefing should only
be preferable to the alternatives if it has greater explanatory power regarding historical
advantage in war, the subject with which he most concerned himself. Even here, though, it can
be hard to discern from Boyd's parsimonious text what he intended. The secondary evidence
suggests that he had lofty goals for applicability in both description and explanation. His
theories themselves do not appear parsimonious; he himself repeatedly exclaimed “whole brief,
or no brief.”9 But parsimony is not the same as leverage,10 and with the sweep of his arguments,
he does seem to have been aiming to explain all of known military history with a relatively
singular theory of considerable abstraction.
Problems of epistemology: the Entropy-Incompleteness-Uncertainty argument
This gets to the first category of problems with Boyd's work—its essential epistemology. As an
explanation for the course of military history, Boyd's work can appear to be a Theory of
Everything. TOEs are alluring: Hilbert, Russell, Whitehead, and a host of modern physicists
have aimed for them. But even as Boyd would likely admit, “contrary to the thinking of both
Laplace and Hegel, all things in the universe cannot be derived from one another with
ineluctable necessity.”11 This is no pontification, but the essence of Boyd's invocation of Gödel's
Incompleteness Theorem in support of his arguments. Moreover, this is about the physical
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sciences, not the practice of strategy. For as Osinga puts it, “there is no single, all-embracing
formula explaining, describing, and predicting strategy and its outcome. Instead, it belongs in
the domain of social science, in which parsimony is only occasionally appropriate.”12
Where was Boyd at his most parsimonious? Possibly in his nearly novel harnessing of the rules
of the physical sciences in support of his analysis of inherently social phenomena. It is certainly
true that Thomas Kuhn and Joseph Schumpeter had “recognized the destructive side of
creativity.”13 And it is notable that Jacob Bronowski had earlier thought about the connections
amongst Rudolf Clausius's Second Law of Thermodynamics,14 Gödel's Proof, and Heisenberg's
Principle.15 But Boyd is said to have been unique is his explanation of how the creative process is
grounded in the fundamentals of entropy, incompleteness, and uncertainty. “Taken together,”
he asserted, “these three notions support the idea that any inward-oriented and continued eﬀort
to improve the match-up of concept with observed reality will only increase the degree of
mismatch.”16
If they support the idea, they hardly prove it. Heisenberg's Copenhagen Interpretation of
quantum mechanics theory is not universally accepted by either physicists or philosophers.17
Moreover, as E.T. Jaynes wrote in his classic exposition on the question, “there is no line of
argument proceeding from the laws of microscopic mechanics to macroscopic phenomena that
is generally regarded by physicists as convincing in all respects.”18 So, without evidence, it may
be more than a stretch to think that micro-physical phenomena are generalizable to macrosocial phenomena. If it is a stretch, then selective quotation from natural science just makes for
social pseudoscience. The obscurantism may have been unconsciously intentional for the
combative Boyd. The approach, that is, has the ring of John von Neumann's advice to Claude
Shannon about his theory of uncertainty in information. “Why don't you call it entropy?” he
advised; “no one understands entropy very well, so in any discussion you will be in a position of
advantage!”19
Moreover, at its core, this view is argument by analogy. Boyd was a big enthusiast of inductive
thinking, but as Sir Karl Popper simply put it, “induction is unsafe.”20 It is important for
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pointing the initial way to scientific progress, but all progress, in Kuhn's admittedly diﬀering
paradigm, at best provides an approximation of reality.21 Today's scientific Weltanschauung is
assuredly wrong, just as Newton's was, good approximation though it remains for many
purposes. Thus, Boyd cannot claim certainty from his Gödel-Heisenberg-Clausius argument—
not without a great deal more work to prove the case. Indeed, it is possible that such indeed
disparate ideas cannot synthesize to anything. Boyd's appeal to uncertainty seems forcefully
advanced, but without any such admission of such uncertainty in the argument itself.
It is also possible that none of this matters. This is social science, and that branch of inquiry is
governed by diﬀerent standards. Social phenomena are often more statistical than deterministic,
and thus “uncertain inferences are every bit as scientific as more certain ones, so long as they are
accompanied by honest statements as to the degree of uncertainty entailed in each
conclusion.”22 This question of how to identify Rumsfeldian "knowable knows" is important.
Boyd could have more usefully cited, say, F.A. Hayek's arguments from the Socialist Planning
Debate of the 1940s.23 So, if Boyd's military theories are sound, then we could move past the
problem, treating this as an unnecessary (if wayward) justification, and ask whether the
operationalized ideas actually hold.
Problems with theory—abstraction from the tactical to the strategic
Boyd's work is supposedly backed by the seven years he spent after retirement in his “selfimposed exile,”24 the “in-depth review of military history” and all sorts of social and physical
science, which distilled his “eclectic and esoteric”25 thoughts into his epic deck of slides. There
are many minor problems with his work, none of which are fatal, but there is a major one as
well.
It is probably a minor issue that Boyd's views of Clausewitz, by his reading of Vom Krieg, were
not quite fair. Consider first his irritation that Clausewitz may have “emphasized methods and
routine at the tactical level.”26 This is not the big message of the book, but even if it were, was
there a better way of operating tactically in the smoothbore and black-powder era? Frederick's
Prussians fired faster, marched faster, and held their lines better; that was a major part of their
victories. Aufstragstaktik was a brilliant and enduring development, but it only became
necessary on the more spacious battlefields of the mid-nineteenth century.27
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Boyd further thought that Clausewitz always considered the enemy's center of gravity to be its
center of mass.28 This is not quite so: sometimes it would be the enemy's alliance; sometimes it
would be the opposing government's sentiments about the war.29 The stratagem in ploy would
depend on whether the protagonist was pursuing a Vernichtungsstragie (of annihilation) or an
Ermattungsstrategie (of attrition).30 Ignoring this, Boyd just argued simplistically that
Clausewitz's theories had led directly to the bloodbath of the First World War.31 It is probably
enough to say that such is just not a modern reading of history—who would claim, in reviewing
their patterns of action, that Haig or Foch or Ludendorﬀ held genuinely Clausewitzian views?
But we should also remember Clausewitz for who he was. His writings contained quite a few
contradictions, and elsewhere defined a longer list of possibilities. This should not be surprising,
as his magnum opus was never properly reviewed in its entirety, and was only completed by his
widow after his death. More importantly, we should remember that personal experience often
shapes views of strategic theory. The zeitgeist of any particular period can easily infuse
strategists' work. Clausewitz and Jomini clearly wrote as oﬃcers of the Napoleonic Wars, and
the latter with the “Laplacian determinism” that dominated scientific discourse in the late 18th
and early 19th centuries.32 Corbett and Mahan were naval oﬃcers, but academics as well, born of
an era of imperial responsibilities. Liddell Hart and Fuller were clearly shaped by their
experiences on the ground in the Great War. Douhet and Mitchell were fairly obviously air
commanders in that episode, and were taken with rising enthusiasm for industrial technology in
the 1920s.
Boyd quite clearly wrote from his experiences as a fighter pilot and instructor of fighter pilots.
Generalization, he seems to have known, requires a lot of data, and thus he read a lot of history.
But here we find the major problem: to generalize at the grand strategic level of all warfare from
the tactical requirements of aerial dogfighting is a considerable leap.33 The processes, the
geographies, the timelines, the actors, the objectives, the political considerations—almost
everything is diﬀerent. If abstraction on this scale, from tactical to strategic theory—as induction
from physical to social sciences—is to be revealed as valid, then that validity must be
evidentiary.34 Otherwise, it is at best polite dinner conversation.35
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Problems of evidence: three dates on a slide
Boyd's great briefing Patterns of Conflict purported to oﬀer that evidence, and on its surface, it
is “a real tour de force.”36 I have noted that it is an inductive work of case study. I must also
admit that theory-building from case study works well. This is because “creative insight often
arises from juxtaposition of contradictory or paradoxical evidence,” and because the emergent
theory is likely to be testable, as it emerged directly from a subset of the universe of possible
data.37 The catch is that further study of that wider universe is needed for refinement and
testing, even if that is with further casework instrumental to the proof.38
According to Hammond, Boyd “was a true scientist, always testing hypotheses and revising them
before constructing a theoretical compression of what he had learned.”39 This may have been
true about his work on air-to-air combat, where he had ample opportunity to test tactics. But it
is hard to see how this was true about his research, at least from the residue of his scant
writings. They weren't empirical; rather, they were methodologically Mahanian. The great naval
strategist openly admitted that he favored “artistic grouping of subordinate details around a
central idea” lest the writer's “passion for certainty lapse into incapacity for decision.”40 Boyd's
approach, his in-depth review, appears to have covered the big, decisive battles and campaigns
of history. This leaves aside consideration of much of the preparation for war, such as recruiting,
training, personnel administration, logistics, or industrial planning. Boyd may have provided
advice applicable to these areas, but he focused far more on how his ideas should be applied in
bello than ad bellum. That was a conscious polemic choice of Boyd the writer, as it was with
Mahan. For a commander, it is a sound approach in the heat of battle, but it is hardly sound
historiography.41 Thus, it is unsurprising that within the sum of the cases of the those big
battles, Boyd's evidence is somewhat suspect. The specific problems are of three types:
Omitted variable bias. Boyd repeatedly asserted that victors were victorious because they
operated inside their opponents’ decision cycles. For all the mathematics that he mastered in his
work on energy-maneuverability theory, Boyd never explicitly modeled the variables and
processes of his OODA Loop, and left it, as Tim Grant and Bas Kooter argue, with some serious
shortcomings as a control theory. OODA, they observe, oﬀers no guarantee of scalability; no
36
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modeling of the interactions of the loop with those of the enemy (who “gets a vote,” in today's
parlance); no modeling of cooperative decision-making with friendly entities; no concepts of
attention, memory, learning, or forgetting; and no reference to a deliberate planning process, as
most wars last at least a few days.42 It is not even obvious that the cycle should start with OO.43
Storr goes further, asserting that “an empirical thinker must reject the OODA Loop, since it does
not adequately describe the known facts.”44 Consider, as one example, Boyd's assertion that
Genghis’s Mongols conquered much of Asia because they were operating inside their enemies’
decision loops. How could Boyd make that assertion without knowing what the enemies were
thinking? For all we know, some other, omitted variable or set of variables accounted for the
Mongols’ successes. The historical record from the 12th Century is inadequate for asserting an
explanation of such leverage, and Boyd never acknowledges the challenge.
Selection Bias. “Why,” Boyd asks in Patterns of Conflict, “have blitz and guerrilla tactics been so
successful?”45 It would be a good question if they had been, but in actuality, they have not. In his
table on “Blitzkrieg, 1939–1973,”46 Boyd lists his supporting case studies as simply “1940”,
“1951”, and “1976”. While the initial German and North Korean attacks were impressive, most of
the engagements of the Second World War and the Korean War were battles of attrition. The
inclusion of the Entebbe Raid is a curious citation; as noted below, at least one other famous and
daring hostage rescue was a fiasco. In his table on “Guerrilla Wars, 1775-1975,”47 Boyd hardly
lays out the sum of experience, again arguing that “it would seem that guerrilla strategy and
tactics have been very successful.”48 Here again, history suggests otherwise. Most insurgencies
in the 20th Century have been flamingly unsuccessful, particularly if one counts the insurgencies
that never got oﬀ the ground.49 Boyd is cherry-picking his cases from amongst the big successful
ones that attract attention—as they did for Boyd in his work. He undertakes no serious analysis
of the set; he provides no “thick description” of any single one.50 He just asserts that in sum they
support his case.
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Avoidance of counterexamples. There certainly are alternative theories of why insurgencies
succeed or fail.51 In the past decade, a host of books have emerged on this subject, temporarily
putting paid in this one corner of inquiry to McKeown’s assertion that “modern social science
does not possess a huge backlog of attractive, highly developed theories that stand in need of
testing.”52 There are probably alternative theories that purport to explain much of what Boyd
argues. But at no time does he seem to have rigorously tested the least plausible implications of
his theories against empirical reality.53 As yet another famous physicist once put it, “empiricists
search most diligently, and with the greatest eﬀort, in exactly those places where it seems most
likely that we can prove our theories wrong.”54 Boyd just didn't bother.
Consider Boyd's emphasis on speed: it is not, contrary to the tenor of his work, always of the
essence. It certainly wasn't for Mao, that great insurgent; he preferred going slowly, and did so
to great eﬀect.55 The Maguayez Incident and the entire War of 1812 showed how one can
embroil oneself in unneeded fighting by proceeding too quickly. Gradualism clearly worked in
Kosovo, whatever the general misgivings at the time.56 The American War of Independence was
“a patient, incremental, and modulated campaign”; the Anaconda Plan of the American Civil
War was a “slow and deliberate squeezing.”57 The examples go on. Indeed, your enemies may
actually want you to speed up your decision cycle. Afterwards, you'll grasp at any convenient
explanation, regardless of causation; you'll drop your normal buﬀers against deception; you'll
start believing your own lies. OODA is beguiling to inexperienced critical thinkers, but it is based
on a deficient but alluring understanding of human cognition.58
Problems of originality: an American Way of Imitation
It may be fair to say that many of the successful planners and commanders in the
aforementioned campaigns—Mao, Clarke, Washington, Winfield Scott—understood the
important of initiative. Time was, that may have been what we now call “getting inside the
decision loop.” Initiative is a fuzzy but long-discussed concept; Boyd may have codified it,
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though that codification clearly needs analytical support. OODA is what everyone remembers,59
but even as a cycle, it's not remarkably novel. Boyd's loop was predated in the literature by
cycles like Deming and Shewhart’s Plan-Do-Check-Act (PDCA), Lawson's Sense-ProcessCompose-Decide-Act (SPCDA), and Wohl's Stimulus-Hypothesis-Option-Response (SHOR).60
Some of this is resolved by popularity: OODA may be imperfect, but it is widely understood. It is
also widely groaned at. Boyd's biographer Robert Coram acknowledges that others had proposed
learning cycles before Boyd, but insists that Boyd's unique contribution was showing that the
key was “executing the cycle in such a fashion as to get inside the mind and the decision cycle of
the adversary.”61 The aforementioned theoretical and evidentiary deficiencies aside, this may not
be historiographically accurate. Boyd himself noted how T.E. Lawrence had written of how a
commander must “arrange the mind” of the enemy.62 David Mets, that noted critic of Boyd, just
sees his work as highly dependent on Russell Weigley's The American Way of War.63 Perhaps
Boyd's “asymmetric fast transients” are merely a fancy way of invoking Liddell Hart's “indirect
method.” If Douhet and Mitchell proposed paralysis through physical destruction, then we
might say that Boyd, like John Warden, preached paralysis through interdiction of information.
That might seem wholly new, except that Liddell Hart wrote of this as well.64
Problems with the medium: those mother-of-all briefings
Early in his intellectual biography of the man, Grant Hammond writes that Boyd's
“accomplishments were made with... virtually no publication of his ideas, a rare circumstance
for a person deemed so important in certain circles in the last decade of the twentieth century.”65
There is indeed a reason for that. As Mets put it, “a theoretician must be a teacher... unless he
delivers his ideas in usable form, as in a book, then the most brilliant concepts will go for
naught.”66 As a practical example, consider George F. Kennan's seminal contribution to the
concept of containment in the Cold War. Beyond the ‘Long Telegram,’ the famous ‘X’ article of
1947, and some policy papers, Kennan “undertook no systematic exposition of his program.”67
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Those few writings and the transcripts of some oﬃcial speeches were for a long time the sum of
our record of his thoughts on the question, at least until his memoirs were published in 1967.68
Without a fully established and easily digested theory, others could readily take liberties with
Kennan's firmly conservative and realist program. In 1950, Paul H. Nitze's alternative plans
became the result with the promulgation of National Security Council Report 68, a document of
much more expansive ambitions for America’s role in the world.
Thus, as anxious as Boyd seemed about misinterpretation of his views, we might wonder why he
never, in seven years of constant research, ever produced so much as an article. We are told that
he didn't type.69 That should not have been fatal, for neither did Clausewitz or Jomini. We are
told that as an American military oﬃcer, “it was not part of Boyd's culture to write.”70 This is
nonsense: Parameters, Naval War College Review, and Airpower Journal were all publishing
his compatriots' ideas, and Proceedings of the US Naval Institute had been doing so for about a
century. The Marine Corps Gazette would have virtually begged him for two pages.
More probably, Boyd suﬀered from a severe fear of writing,71 perhaps because he felt that “his
thoughts would never be complete, fixed, or perfect.”72 He didn't write many letters; instead, he
talked constantly on the phone.73 He had been a disinterested college student. He did write the
Aerial Attack Study, but needed some encouragement to do so (and some assistance with the
typing). In short, it wasn't the culture that was so verbal; it was Boyd himself. It is a shame that
his colleagues never helped him to produce a working paper, just as they did help with his evertweaking briefings. But if Mrs. Clausewitz needed to finish Vom Krieg, at least Carl left her most
of the book. Boyd's work would forever be a work-in-progress.
To be fair, there were advantages to his method. One could say that much of personal experience
is “ill-structured,”74 particularly that formed in the heat of battle, so well-structured
propositional presentation may not be the best approach to teaching about what to do in the
next battle. Case study and interactive discussion, as Boyd favored, provide “naturalistic
generalization,” in which the reader comes to understand the principles conveyed as if they had
experienced them through the very cases being related.75 Perhaps this is why Boyd always
insisted on speaking: his “briefings were essentially a dialogue with the audience.”76
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But ultimately, as Hammond insisted to Boyd during one of their interviews, because he “never
published his thoughts, poor Mr. Kauﬀman [still] can't be expected to know them.”77 Without
explanation, the briefs are virtually impenetrable.78 At the sight of them, some are intrigued, but
others are just overwhelmed.79 As Boyd “left no text for them to analyze... there is almost
nothing for academics to expound upon.”80 Hammond is critical of the academy for this. But
frankly, that is a problem for the academics, not with them—for without “the discipline of the
academic,”81 how are we to trust in any theory?
Problems of propagation: “self-destructive irrelevancy”
Old PowerPoint slides don't carry well, even if they weren't made with PowerPoint. Boyd himself
didn't carry well as a speaker, “unkempt in his appearance, unruly in his behavior,”82 with
conduct consistently “most unbecoming for an oﬃcer and a gentleman.”83 His bullying tendency
to change the subject to whatever adjacent concept suited him, whenever it suited him, pretty
much precluded collaboration with all but the six people who could somehow tolerate him.84
What those six shared was “an almost messianic desire to make a contribution to the world in
which they live.”85 Messianism, however, isn't a recipe for institutional success.
When they encountered resistance, they blamed the audience. Boyd “expected those who
disagreed with him to come around to his viewpoint—and quickly. If someone belittled his ideas,
they (sic) were instantly and forever dismissed from his life. They ceased to exist. He never
spoke to them again.”86 One of his followers, James Burton, in the prologue to his book about
his own bureaucratic battles in the Pentagon, wrote that he believed that this opposition
generally stemmed from “moral and ethical corruption, incompetence, and blind ambition.”87
Boyd himself became “personally and professionally disgusted with both” Charles Bennett
(Democrat-Florida) and Tom Ridge (Republican-Pennsylvania), co-chairmen of the
Congressional Military Reform Caucus, and military veterans both.88 Storming oﬀ from one’s
sponsors usually isn’t a winning move. Boyd’s views of the democratic process were unhelpful,
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and even naïve. He oﬀered no alternative beyond exhortations to “do the right thing.”89
Eventually, he found himself close to a nervous breakdown “as a result of his own inability to
orchestrate the proper behavior.”90 That's just not surprising. The US federal system is probably
designed to frustrate the ability of any one man to do what he thinks is the right thing—
particularly when not everyone agrees that is the right thing.91
Interpersonal skills do matter in the propagation of scientific ideas. Consider the experience of
Ignac Semmelweis, the nineteenth-century Austrian obstetrician who discovered that the
transmission of infectious diseases could be stopped with chlorine disinfection. “Semmelweis’s
work was accepted by few of his contemporaries,” and at the cost of many lives, “due in part to
his troubled and disputatious personality.”92 If this is blaming the messenger, so be it.
Empirically, the style of the message matters.
But all the same, early on, Boyd was “showing [noted military analyst and critic Franklin
Charles] Spinney how to work within the bureaucracy to aﬀect change in the Pentagon.”93 It’s
worth considering what happened. As one of Spinney’s former colleagues at the Pentagon’s
Program Analysis and Evaluation oﬃce put it, “the point at which Chuck went oﬀ the
reservation” was when he started to presume that those opposed to him were evil.94 Evil is not a
good simplifying assumption. As Nobel laureate Elinor Ostrom wrote about her path-breaking
work on cooperative common property management, “instead of presuming that some
individuals are incompetent, evil, or irrational, and others omniscient, I presume that
individuals have very similar limited capabilities to reason and figure out the structure of
complex environments.”95 In the long run, that openness will produce far better results, whether
for a researcher or an advocate.
The grumpiness was continued after his death by Boyd’s associates. Boyd has been put forward
by supporters as the architect of the 1991 victory against Iraq. Such an assertion, though, is to
ignore the obvious counterfactual. The Iraqis were so shaky that the Marines and the Army
would have won in a frontal assault without any preparatory bombardment, just by their tactical
superiority.96 And questioning whether the 2003 campaign could be called successful, simply on
the criterion of whether it adhered or not to Boyd’s theories, is indeed the tail wagging the
strategic dog.97 The point here is simply that while mavericks can play “a pivotal role” in the
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military innovation process, those innovators themselves “must walk a fine line between
constructive criticism and self-destructive irrelevancy” if they are to actually eﬀect change.98 The
carryings-on of some of his adherents today aren’t actually helping make the case.
Beyond the Problems: A Research Agenda
In any event, theirs is a considerable task. Cranky or conventional, we should be wary of all who
peddle the keys to victory. Returning to the initial comparison, though, if given the choice, I will
take Boyd over Warden. Boyd's didactic intent was Clausewitzian, with goals of orthodoxy—the
propagation of his view of the correct beliefs about how to think about war. Rather as Steve Jobs
once implored, Boyd wanted us to think, but to think diﬀerent. What we did with that thinking
was up to us. Warden's intent was Jominian, with a goal of orthopraxy—adherence to his
traditional view of the correct way to act in (aerial) war. Warden specified one particular
approach to warfare, whatever the political possibilities.99
But like all military strategies, Boyd's still remains shaped by technology and circumstance. If,
say, command and control become more decentralized through better information technology,
then targeting C2 may yield less impressive results. Boyd's is thus not a Theory of Everything.
Perhaps he did not intend it that way. If so, we should stop claiming it as such. It's possible that
Boyd sometimes had the right answers for the wrong reasons—but that's still a problem, as are
the sundry problems outlined above. Both Boyd’s supporters and skeptics should, unless their
opinions are ossified, be interested in addressing these diﬃculties so that his ideas might be
better supported and propagated—or so that they might be rejected where appropriate.
I thus propose a research program. Given the breadth of Boyd’s knowledge and thinking, this
will be a tall order itself. But the social sciences are not exact sciences, and strategy less than
most, so good strategic thought should benefit from methodological triangulation.100 The
problems of originality and in the initial propagation will probably remain, but the other four
areas can definitely be addressed, and developing a better medium will itself eventually
propagate the message better:
Epistemology. Writing this study has been like a fighter pilot's tail-chase of Boyd the
intellectual: turning, accelerating, decelerating, and turning again through the breadth and
depth of a host of academic disciplines. But evidence invoked from across realms of knowledge
should be true to commonly accepted interpretations. Boyd’s collective invocation of
Heisenberg, Gödel, and Clausius needs to stand on firmer philosophical ground than that
supported by hand-waving. Either the argument should be validated, or his supporters should
seek an alternative connection of greater robustness.
Theory. Some work (see note 41 above) has already been undertaken to formalize and test the
OODA Loop against actual conditions. Some of that work, in control theory, has already
indicated that the loop, at least as Boyd imagined it, has significant shortcomings. Boyd’s loop
has been so widely popularized that many who don’t know his name know his product. But that
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doesn’t mean that better concepts can’t be devised, and indeed they should, if they oﬀer better
descriptive and explanatory power.
Evidence. The details of Boyd’s interpretations of other strategists’ views aside, most of Boyd’s
assertions about his fuzzily-bounded dataset remain untested. Starting with one of the more
challenging questions for his theories, we should want to know whether “fast asymmetric
transients” actually deliver advantage in guerrilla warfare. Given the large eﬀorts currently being
expended in thinking about counterinsurgency, this should warrant some attention.
Medium. Coram and Warden’s individual biographies are definitely worth any scholar’s time as
a means to understanding how Boyd’s thinking developed. Osinga’s work is today the essential
guide to what Boyd’s thinking was. But three volumes, including Osinga’s 257 pages of rather
dense writing, are a stretch as bedtime reading for most dusty-boots oﬃcers in the Middle East
(though notably excepting James Mattis himself). Needed is a sort of medium-weight work, an
exposition of Boyd’s ideas that turns his sketchy slides into prose, following his thought
patterns, but oﬀering criticisms and potential applications as commentaries along the way.
Who might undertake this eﬀort? It’s remarkable that four of the five US military services each
use Boyd’s ideas in their doctrines (whatever their actual practice), and each maintain postgraduate teaching and research institutions. Assuredly some eager master’s students are looking
for thesis topics. If this program is successful, Boyd’s ideas will gain greater currency. If it is not,
we will have some indication that they should not. But no one should fear this program. As one
scholar of Genghis John put it, “Clausewitz still gets the microscope”; Boyd should too.101
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